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Newly assembled PWllOOG geared turbofans destined for Airbus
move along Pratt & Whitney's assembly line in Middletown,
Connecticut, part of a huge ramp-up across product lines (see
page 51). Pratt & Whitney photo. Meanwhile, General Electric
and Boeing are moving to test the mighty GE9X for the 777X, and
Rolls-Royce is progressing with the Trent 1000 TEN for the 787
and Trent XWB-97 for the A350-1000. Elsewhere in this issue are
reports on the C Series (page 20), Gripen fighters (page 25) and
SpaceX's Mars plans (page 34).
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BEHIND THE SCENES
For our special report on propulsion, Los Angeles Bureau Chief Guy Norris flew in widely differing aircraft rangingfrom General Electric's
Boeing 747-400 testbed and UTC's Dassault
2000EX businessjet to a FlightDesign CTSW
light sport airplane. Norris is pictured on the
flight deck ofGE's 747-400 with the company's
chieftest pilot, Steve Crane. The 747 is advancing GE and Boeing's work toward testing the cilities engaged in a massive civil and military
GE9X, the world's largest jet engine, on the engine production ramp-up, while the CTSW
777X The Falcon 2000EX enabled Norris's provided transport to Rolls-Royce for updates
whistle-stop tour of new Pratt & Whitney fa- on the Trent, Advance and UltraFan projects.
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